
THE COMPETITION FOR EMPLOYMENT AND THE COST OF LIVING IN

TORONTO

Toronto has a cost of living index of Do you and doing unpaid work are the standard as every job here is competitive
and Toronto is a world class city.

Practice restraint. Also, be prepared to like Drake. There are also many great options for third-level education.
Revenue from trusted advertisers helps support this work. Toronto is much more diverse than other parts of
Canada, and some minorities feel apathetic to the idea of Canadian identity but love their city.
Moving2Canada is here to help all those living in Toronto or planning to a move to the city. Dining out in
Toronto The cultural diversity of Toronto ensures that eating out offers a multitude of choices for any and
every budget. It buys itself back manifold, and is perfect for students, graduates with a student card that still
looks valid, or for those who have school-age children. Both are quite reasonably priced compared to city
taxis. Some stores eg. While they may be annoying to carry around, they do end up saving you lots of money,
especially in the stores you visit most regularly. If you are going to cycle in Toronto, get the proper gear. It
can be difficult for newcomers to navigate, however, so check out this map before exploring, as you can get
lost. Fortunately, public transit, run by the Toronto Transit Commission TTC , is very comprehensive and can
take you just about everywhere you need to go in Toronto. To find schooling, the website of the Toronto
School Board will help you find out what options are available near you. Much, though not all, of downtown
has dedicated bike lanes. In the long-run, it all pays off. Subways run frequently, as often as every two minutes
in rush hour and about every five minutes at other times. Nuit Blanche â€” This annual all-night arts festival
brings art to the streets of Toronto, which acts as a gallery in itself. Tip 5: Get the SPC card! Another
alternative to Kijiji is Craigslist. Being a part of such a big, bustling city, people get somewhat hardened after
experiencing a bit of life in Toronto. Toronto has a great system of ravines where you can cycle for miles on
bike paths, mostly running north-south. Once you have credit on your card, you tap one of the readers when
you enter a bus, streetcar, or station to pay your fare. You can see its list of fare prices here. The strip on
Ossington, from Dundas Street down to Queen Street is another area with a host of options. Kijiji Currently,
the best platform for finding those kinds of things in Canada is Kijiji. We pride ourselves on delivering fast
and accurate immigration news to our community. Another benefit of the PRESTO card is that you can create
an online account, so if you happen to lose your card you can simply cancel it and transfer your balance over
to a new card online. The east end tends to be home to more local bars, as opposed to nightclubs which are
typically in the downtown or western part of the city. King West is home to many bars and typically has more
of a young professional vibe, whereas the scene on Queen West tends to be more indie. That means you will
need to factor in the cost of obtaining all your furniture as well. On there, you can find anything from
bookshelves, couches, lamps and TVs to grad dresses, university text books, car tires, and jobs. Kids generally
enjoy life in Toronto. Caribana is the centrepiece of Caribbean culture and life in Toronto. There are two
additional, shorter lines on the outskirts of the city: Line 3 to Scarborough and Line 4 to Don Mills. You can
wear designer clothes for the cost of T-shirts at Sears! Plus you always get to do something new and exciting.
That being said, the people of Toronto are still generally very nice, and it has a relaxed and very tolerant
attitude most of the time. Life in Toronto can be amazing, but sometimes you need help settling in. Some
Torontonians forego the option of owning a car, but frequently use one of the many carsharing options in
Toronto.


